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Written - Describe the difference between solo and 
choral technique

Written - Create a full soloist vocal warmup and 
describe the purpose of each exercise

Written - Describe matching pitch

Written - Identify all note names on the treble and 
bass clef up to 2 ledger lines

Demonstrate - Difference between head, chest, and 
belt voice

Demonstrate - use of proper diction and vowel 
formation

Demonstrate - Matching pitch using piano notes (3 
or more)

Demonstrate - Repeat back a 4 note sequence

Demonstrate - 60 second audition of an English 
classical piece

Demonstrate - 60 second audition of an artist piece 
of choice

Demonstrate - Sight sing a simple two measure 
phrase

Demonstrate - Proper vocal posture

Demonstrate - Proper vocal breathing

Demonstrate - forward resonance

Demonstrate - Must publicly perform with Encore 
class once in the school year (Recitals, festival, etc.)

10 minute mile run - cardio 

Written - Identify and Describe the diferences 
between four solo vocal genres

Written - Identify five tips for a successful vocal 
audition and describe three types of vocal 
audtiions

Written - Describe the importance of proper 
breathing and what proper breathing is

Demonstrate - Understanding and ability to 
support the diaphragm in singing

Demonstrate - Understanding and ability to 
properly breathe while singing

Demonstrate - Abiity to sing a natural major scale

Demonstrate - Ability to sing a natural minor 
scale

Demonstrate - 60 second audition of English 
Classical piece

Demonstrate - 60 second audition of Foreign 
Language Classical piece

Demonstrate - 60 second audition of modern 
genre piece (pop, rock, country, jazz, etc.)

Demonstrate - Slate and appropriate audition 
techniques

Demonstrate - Ability to sight-sing  4 measures

Demonstrate - Intermediate ability to match 
pitch in multiple placements (belt, passaggio, and 
head voice)

Demonstrate - Must publicly perform with Encore 
once in the year. (recital, festival, etc.)

10 minute mile run - cardio / breathing
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Written - Complete vocal Anatomy chart of how vocals 
are created properly

Written - Describe a proper regimine for lifetime vocal 
health that includes at least five tips with reasons of 
importance

Written - Describe three injuries that can affect vocal 
health and how singers can avoid them

Task - Provide an audition book with at least six audition 
pieces including at least 1 English classical piece, 2 
foreign language classical pieces, and one modern genre 
piece

Demonstrate - 60 second audition piece using piano 
accompaniment

Demonstrate - Ability to sing all three minor scales

Demonstrate - Abiity to sing all three major scales

Demonstrate - 60 second audition of English Classical 
piece

Demonstrate - 60 second audition of Foreign Language 
Classical piece

Demonstrate - 60 second audition of modern genre 
piece (pop, rock, country, jazz, etc.)

Demonstrate - Must publicly perform with Encore once 
in the year. (recital, festival, etc.)

Demonstrate - 9 minute mile

Task - Complete an artist portfolio describing who you want to be 
as a solo artist 

Task - Submit a list of ten specific places where a solo vocalist can 
audition with contact information based on your solo artist 
expectations

Task - Create an audition book of ten or more audition pieces with 
a variety of ways to audition and a variety of genres for audition.  
Must include 1 English classical, 2 Foreign classical, 3 sheet music 
with appropriate accompaniest cuts

Demonstrate - Create a warmup routine that appropriately 
readies a singer for your chosen vocal genre

Demonstrate - Create a three minute solo concert using more 
than one song, and vocal introduction

Demonstrate - 30 second Acapella audition piece

Demonstrate - Ability for vocal riffs, improvisation, and runs

Demonstrate - Sight sing advanced melodies

Demonstrate - two 60 second solo auditions in two classical 
foreign languages

Demonstrate - 60 second solo audition piece in classical English

Demonstrate - Must publicly perform with Encore choir 2 times in 
the year. (recital, festival, etc.)

Demonstrate - 9 minute mile
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